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RECIPE



ELEVATOR PITCH

Some people like to cook and found easy recipe. 
because, people have not enough time for cook.
In this reasons, I tried to design an app which 
includes simply recipes. My main point is make

 cooking as interactive. Users can share their
cooking experiment with each others.



Description
My purpose is create a application easy and practical for those who love to 
cook. This app will works membership system also the users can be sign up 

with their social media account. When  the members open the app , they will 
be able to see food groups. The users can reach recipes which they want by 
using filters. They can share photos of  their meal which they do by looking 
recipes at their own profile. Additionally, They can add comments , criticize 

and like the recipes. The app include an explore button. This button provides 
access to useful and important information about foods. Finally, The member 

will be able to reach the recipes exactly which they want by using research 
button.



sketched persona



sketched persona

HOUSEWIFES 
STUDENTS

COOKING LOVERS



sketched persona

I have done some research before start. The most remarkable phase was de-
termine target mass. According to some research, housewifes , students and 

coking lovers is majority about use recipes. I tried to learn their problem 
about cooks. Old Housewifes needs different recipes , the young ones

 needs to learn traditional recipes , stundents who are 20-29 years old needs 
cheap and simply recipes. In the other side , cooking lovers want to reach

 delicious and different recipes.



INTERVIEW
You can find interview video 

link in the below.



INTERVIEW output
1- How often do you cook ? When you cook what kind of  food types do you

prefer ? How often do you try new recipes?

2- Where do you find recipes? What is the most important thing in recipes ?

3- Do you try different taste? Where do you take the different tastes recipes? 



INTERVIEW output
I have done interview with person. They gave me remarkable answers.
In light of  this information. I determine the points which I should give 

importance.

1- The app will be easy to use.
2- The users can socialize by app.(share photos, tips,recipes, etc.)

3- The user would reach certain recipes by filtering systems. The recipes
will be in time, kitchen type, degree of  difficuilties, etc.



COMPETITOR ANAlysis

1- Home
2- About us
3- Contact

4- Blog



COMPETITOR ANAlysis
1- Home

2- Recipes
3- Chefs

4- Programmes
5- Ingredients
6- Techniques

7- Blog



COMPETITOR ANAlysis
When I see my competitor, they look like the same. Almost all of  them 
include home and contact pages. The differences between my applica-

tion and the my competitors are they have diet recipes and their applica-
tion can gives to personal recipes. On the other hand, my competitor’ap-
plication have not socialize option. The users of  competitor can not con-
tact to each others. My application gives chance to socializing. Sharing 
photos, comments which my application has provides trust of  recipes.

 In this way, the users can be sure about reliability.



COMPETITOR ANAlysis INSPIRATION
1- Stefan Sagmeister

Born
 August 6, 1962

Nationality
 Austria Austrian

Known for 
 Graphic Design, Film

2- Paula Scher
Born
 October 6, 1948

Nationality
 American

Known for
 Graphic Design, Painter, 
Author & Educator

3- Michael Bierut
Born

    1957
               
Nationality
 Cleveland,Ohio,
  ABD

  Known for
   Graphic Design, Art 
     and Planning.

4- David Carson
Born
 September 8, 1954

Nationality
 American

Known for
 Type design 
Graphic Design



INSPIRATION
5- Milton Glaser

Born
 June 26, 1929 

Nationality 
 United States

Known for 
 Graphic design

Time for food

BBC FOOD



moodboard



TASKS



PLANNING

      
FINAL                                         03.06.2016

BRAINSTORMING                   15.04.2016-28.04.2016

RESEARCH                                28.04.2016-09.05.2016
      
SKETCH                                     09.05.2016-15.05.2016

DEVELOP OF IDEA                 01.05.2016-09.05.2016

DESIGN                                     15.05.2016-30.05.2016



wireframe for phone









wireframe for web
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
3 app









DESIGN PROPOSAL
web





DESIGN PROPOSAL
COMPLETE-APP





















DESIGN PROPOSAL
COMPLETE-WEB



main page



flowchart
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UI PATTERN DEMO

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0Bx7sUs6ZclMVYW9nZEVYMU4xN1k&usp=sharing



WALKTHROUGH

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0Bx7sUs6ZclMVQm1TTmxLQWhtWG8&usp=sharing



CRITICAL REFLECTION

I think this project is very beneficial for us. While I make this project I 
learned new program in Adobe series.Now, I use Photoshop much 

better then before.



CREDITS

Thanks for your attantion...


